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ABSTRACT: We reveal the mechanism for the strong
reinforcement of attractive nanofiller-hydrogel composites.
Measuring the linear viscoelastic properties of hydrogels
containing filler nanoparticles, we show that a significant
increase of the modulus can be achieved at unexpectedly low
volume fractions of nanofillers when the filler-hydrogel
interactions are attractive. Using three-dimensional numerical
simulations, we identify a general microscopic mechanism for
the reinforcement, common to hydrogel matrices of different
compositions and concentrations and containing nanofillers of
varying sizes. The attractive interactions induce a local increase
in the gel density around the nanofillers. The effective fillers,
composed of the nanofillers and the densified regions around them, assemble into a percolated network, which constrains the
gel displacement and enhances the stress coupling throughout the system. A global reinforcement of the composite is induced
as the stresses become strongly coupled. This physical mechanism of reinforcement, which relies only on attractive filler−
matrix interactions, provides design strategies for versatile composites that combine low nanofiller fractions with an enhanced
mechanical strength.
KEYWORDS: nanofillers, hydrogel composites, reinforcement, stress coupling, hydrogel densification

Hydrogels consist of a sparse network embedded in
water. Their high water content makes these
materials versatile in food science, cosmetics and

bioengineering,1−6 yet low elasticity and weak mechanical
properties can limit their scope.7 Recent efforts have expanded
the range of material performance and applications beyond
those previously considered possible.8 For example, adding
transient bonds to a permanently cross-linked gel matrix can
help achieve higher extensibility,9 or intertwining two polymer
networks, one highly and the other loosely cross-linked, leads
to materials with superior fracture toughness.10,11 Using
inorganic nanofillers has been shown to enhance both
toughness and extensibility in polymer−clay nanocomposites,
where clay platelets act as multifunctional dynamical cross-
links.12 However, these effects depend unpredictably on the
size and surface properties of the nanofillers, as well as on the
chemistry of the polymer matrix.13 Moreover, ensuring that the
nanofillers act as multifunctional cross-links often requires
precise engineering of their surface chemistry, specific to the
polymer matrix used,13−17 which limits this method’s
versatility. If there were general, system-independent mecha-

nisms for reinforcing hydrogels through the addition of
nanofillers, one could fabricate materials that combine
exceptional mechanical performance and functionalization
through properties conferred by the nanofillers. Here, we
make a significant step toward this goal.
Studies in other soft materials suggest that the nanofiller-

induced changes in the composite structure, dynamics, and
mechanical response are sensitively dependent on the nature of
the interactions between the fillers and the matrix. Attractive
nanofillers can significantly reduce the mobility of a
surrounding polymer melt matrix,18−21 or increase the
entanglements in elastomers22 and entangled polymers.23,24

In block copolymers and microemulsion gels, adding attractive
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nanofillers can lead to reinforcement by locally altering the
matrix structure.25−28 In soft biological tissues, the presence of
nanofillers or cells that adhere to the fibrous extracellular
matrix affects the stiffening or softening under tension or
compression.29,30 In hydrogels, the elastic properties have been
shown to increase at nanofiller volume fraction of about 50%
for repulsive filler−matrix interactions.31−34 The reinforcement
is then well-described by the Guth−Gold model, which
generalizes Einstein’s equation for the composite modulus to
account for filler−filler interactions,35 and by effective medium
formulations,36 including a Krieger−Dougherty-like equation
for the storage modulus.37 For attractive filler-hydrogel
interactions, by contrast, the increase of the storage modulus
has been reported at significantly lower nanofiller volume
fractions and to be stronger than that predicted by these
models; however, a physical mechanism for the reinforcement
has not been proposed.38,39

Here, we demonstrate that attraction between the nanofillers
and the hydrogel is indeed essential for reaching a strong
reinforcement in composite materials at a low volume fraction
of nanofillers. Using a combination of experiments and
simulations, we propose a general physical mechanism for
reinforcement of the composite elasticity in attractive filler-gel
systems. The filler−matrix attraction leads to a densification of
the gel matrix around the nanofillers. The new unit of “effective
filler”, comprised of the nanofillers and their densified shells,
percolates through the matrix, enhancing long-range stress
correlations at relatively low nanofiller volume fractions. As a
result, the microscopic fluctuations of the gel become
significantly reduced, leading to the reinforcement of the
composite’s macroscopic elastic properties.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Reinforcement of Attractive Nanofiller-Hydrogel

Composites. We probe the mechanical properties of agarose
gels with embedded carboxylated polystyrene nanofillers of
radius rf = 100 nm. The nanofillers physically bind to the
agarose gel matrix through hydrogen bonding.40 Adding fillers

at volume fraction ϕf ≲ 0.01 does not modify the linear
viscoelastic properties of the agarose gel. For ϕf ≳ 0.01,
however, both the storage modulus G′ and the loss modulus
G″ increase strongly with increasing nanofiller content within a
small range of nanofiller volume fractions; a 10-fold increase of
both moduli is reached at ϕf ≃ 0.10, as shown in Figures 1A
and B. This reinforcement of the moduli is systematically
observed for agarose concentrations ranging from 0.5 wt % to 4
wt %. Both G′(ϕf) and G″(ϕf) can be rescaled onto master
curves by normalizing the moduli with the entropic modulus
kBT/ξ3, as shown in Figure 1C, where kB is the Boltzmann
constant, T the temperature, and ξ the mesh size of the agarose
gel (see Table S1 in the Supporting Information). The agarose
concentrations are chosen such that the mesh size of the gel is
slightly larger than the nanofiller diameter 2rf for the lowest
agarose concentration and smaller than 2rf for the highest
agarose concentration, which suggests that the reinforcement is
not governed by the confinement of the nanofillers in the
polymer network characterized by the ratio of the gel mesh size
to the nanofiller diameter ξ/2rf. To confirm this observation,
we vary the filler radius from rf = 100 nm to rf = 500 nm for a
fixed agarose concentration of 0.5 wt %; indeed, the storage
modulus normalized by the modulus of the pure agarose gel,
G′/G0′, exhibits an identical reinforcement for all nanofiller
sizes, as shown in Figure 2A. The reinforcement is thus
controlled by the volume occupied by the nanofillers rather
than by the filler surface area or the number of fillers.
To investigate whether the observed reinforcement arises

from a mechanism specific to the agarose-filler composite, we
use another physical biopolymer matrix, gelatin,40 and a
chemical synthetic hydrogel matrix, polyacrylamide,41 with
which the polystyrene nanofillers exhibit attractive electrostatic
interactions.42−45 In both cases, we find a similar reinforce-
ment upon the addition of nanofillers, with only a weak
dependence on the nature of the hydrogel matrix, as shown in
Figure 2A. Confocal microscopy and small-angle X-ray
scattering experiments show that the nanofillers are well
dispersed in the hydrogel, demonstrating that the reinforce-

Figure 1. Reinforcement of agarose gels by polystyrene nanofillers. (A) Storage modulus G′ and (B) loss modulus G″ of the filler-hydrogel
composites versus filler volume fraction ϕf. Polystyrene particles of radius rf = 100 nm are embedded in agarose gels of concentration 0.5 wt
% (▲), 1 wt % (■), 2 wt % (●), and 4 wt % (▼). (C) Storage and loss moduli normalized by the entropic modulus kBT/ξ3, where ξ is the
mesh size of the agarose gels measured by particle tracking in confocal microscopy in the absence of nanofillers. The normalized G′ and G″
for the four agarose concentrations collapse onto master curves.
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ment is not due to the aggregation of the nanofillers in the
composites (see Supporting Information).
The robustness of our experimental results points toward a

general reinforcement mechanism with a common microscopic
origin. To access the changes in the microscopic structure and
dynamics of the gel network induced by the nanofillers and to
probe the role of the filler−matrix attraction for the
reinforcement, we perform three-dimensional molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations of spherical nanofiller particles
embedded in a model coarse-grained gel matrix composed of
gel particles (see Numerical Methods). For attractive filler-gel
systems, the simulations confirm the strong increase in the
storage modulus at a low nanofiller volume fraction observed
in the experiments. The functional form of the reinforcement
remains similar over a range of nanofiller sizes, gel
concentrations, and polymer−filler attraction strengths, in
agreement with the experimental results. The strength of
reinforcement increases with increasing attraction strength,
while it decreases slightly with increasing polymer concen-
tration and increasing nanofiller size, as shown in Figure 2B. In
all attractive systems in both experiments and simulations, the
reinforcement is much stronger than the one predicted by the
Guth−Gold model, which adapts Einstein’s equation for the
volume fraction dependence of the viscosity of hard-sphere
suspensions to describe the modulus of composite gels
accounting for filler−filler interactions,35 and by an effective-
medium formulation of the Krieger−Dougherty equation,37 as
shown by the dashed lines in Figure 2. For repulsive filler-gel
systems, in contrast, the composite gel exhibits a reinforcement
occurring at larger nanofiller volume fractions that is well-
described by the Guth−Gold model and by the extension of
Krieger−Dougherty’s equation to gels (Figure 2B). Impor-
tantly, neither the attractive filler-gel systems in the MD
simulations nor the experimental results can be described by

these models. These findings not only confirm that the
attractive interactions between the nanofillers and the gel
matrix are key for the low volume fraction reinforcement
observed here but also strongly suggest that the attraction
changes the nature of the reinforcement mechanism.

Local Gel Density and Characterization of Densified
Shell. To probe the changes induced by the nanofillers in the
hydrogel matrix, we measure the local gel density around each
nanofiller of radius rf in layers of thickness ΔR varying between
0.8rf and 1.6rf in simulations. When the filler-gel interactions
are attractive, we observe a densification of the gel around the
nanofiller, characterized by a region that we denote as “shell”
where the density is higher than the average gel density, as
shown in Figure 3. The maximum thickness ΔRmax, beyond
which the gel density approaches that of the average gel
density, provides an estimate of the shell thickness δ, which we
find to be δ ∼ 1.4rf. The shell forms at any nanofiller volume
fraction, including at nanofiller fractions below the onset of
reinforcement, and its thickness is independent of ϕf (Figure
3B). For repulsive filler−matrix interactions, however, such
densification does not occur, and we observe a slight depletion
of the gel close to the nanofillers. These findings confirm that
in the attractive composites the nanofillers induce a local
change in the hydrogel matrix at low nanofiller volume
fractions. In the experiments, the attractive interactions
between the nanofillers and the hydrogel matrix are likewise
expected to lead to an increased number density of polymer
chains close to the nanofillers. Combined with gelation, the
formation of a bound layer of polymer around the nanofillers
then leads to a local increase of the hydrogel density. Strong
reinforcement is observed for nanofillers whose radius is larger
than or comparable to the gel mesh size. Below a certain ratio
of nanofiller radius to gel mesh size, we do not observe strong
reinforcement, suggesting that as the nanofillers become too

Figure 2. Generic reinforcement in attractive filler-hydrogel systems. (A) Reinforcement of the normalized storage modulus G′/G0′ of
agarose (blue), gelatin (green), and polyacrylamide (wine) hydrogels by polystyrene nanofillers of radius rf = 20 nm (▼), 100 nm (▲), 250
nm (●), and 500 nm (⧫). (B) Reinforcement obtained in simulations for attractive filler-gel systems of attraction strength 1ϵ in a gel of
concentration ϕgel = 0.10 containing nanofillers of diameter df = 1.6d (black, ▶), in ϕgel = 0.1 containing fillers of df = 2d (black, ●), in ϕgel
= 0.075 containing fillers of df = 1.6d (blue, ▶), for attractive filler-gel systems of attraction strength 0.1ϵ in ϕgel = 0.1 containing nanofillers
of df = 1.6d (open, ▷), and for repulsive filler-gel systems in a gel of concentration ϕgel = 0.10 containing nanofillers of df = 1.6d (gray, ■). ϵ
is the unit energy in the simulations corresponding to the attraction strength between gel particles in the network (see the Numerical
Methods). Inset: Snapshot of the simulation for ϕf = 0.017. The blue spheres represent the nanofillers; the gray segments denote the gel
network. The reinforcement of all of the attractive systems is stronger than that predicted by the Guth−Gold model (dashed line) and the
Krieger−Dougherty model (dotted line). A two-step reinforcement model describes the strong reinforcement (solid lines); details of the
model and fit parameters are given in the Supporting Information. G0′ denotes the storage modulus of the gel without nanofillers.
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small compared to the mesh size, they can no longer induce
local densification. In a different class of composite materials
exhibiting attractive filler−matrix interactions, in filler-
reinforced rubbers, an interphase of stiffer elastomers has
been shown to form around nanofillers. The reinforcement in
the filler-reinforced rubbers was successfully described by an
effective medium model that accounts for this stiffer region.46

Such a model accurately captures the reinforcement of our soft
hydrogel composites, in both experiments and simulations, as
shown in Figure 2. Details of the model and its relation to
other effective medium theories36 are provided in the
Supporting Information. The reinforcement is also well
described by a modification of the Guth−Gold equation
using an effective filler volume fraction to account for the
presence of a shell, as shown in the Supporting Information.
The MD simulations allow us to probe the impact of the
effective fillers at the microscopic level and to address how the

local modification to the gel structure induced by the
nanofillers leads to the global strengthening of the composite
material.

Percolation of Effective Fillers and Stress Coupling
Throughout the Composite Material. With increasing
nanofiller volume fraction, the effective fillers occupy an
increasingly larger fraction of the composite material. We
hypothesize that the onset of the reinforcement is related to
the percolation of effective fillers into a space-spanning
network, which alters the microscopic dynamics and
mechanical properties of the composite. To compute the
probability for a percolating network of effective fillers to form,
we first consider any two effective fillers to be part of the
percolating structure if the distance between their centers is
equal to or less than a connectivity distance l (see inset in
Figure 4B). We then determine the percolation probability
from the occurrence of a percolating network of effective fillers
for 60 independently generated samples. We measure for
different connectivity distances l for various nanofiller volume
fractions (Figure 4A). For a fixed value of l, we identify the
critical volume fraction at which percolation occurs as the
value where 50%.47 The natural first choice is to probe
the percolation threshold for l = 4.8rf corresponding to two
times the radius of the effective fillers estimated from the local
density analysis. This leads to percolation at a nanofiller
volume fraction that is reasonably close to (but slightly larger
than) that denoting the onset of reinforcement, as shown in
Figure 4. We find that the onset of percolation and the onset of
reinforcement occur at the same nanofiller volume fraction for
l ∼ 6.4rf, which would correspond to a shell thickness of δ ∼
2.2rf, close to the value obtained from the local density

Figure 3. Local densification of the gel network around the
nanofillers in attractive filler-gel systems. (A) The simulation
snapshot indicates the regions where the gel density is higher than
the average density (red segments), regions of average gel density
(gray segments), and nanofillers (blue) for the attractive filler-gel
system of attraction strength 1ϵ. (B) For the attractive filler-gel
systems, the local gel density decreases with distance to the
nanofiller surface ΔR. The variation in gel density with distance to
nanofiller surface is similar for gels containing nanofillers at a
volume fraction higher than the onset of reinforcement, ϕf = 0.017
(black, ▷), and for gels with a volume fraction of nanofillers lower
than the onset of reinforcement, ϕf = 0.00164 (black, ×). For
repulsive filler-gel systems at ϕf = 0.017, there is no densification
close to the nanofillers where the local gel density is lower than the
average gel density (gray, ▷). The solid gray line denotes the
average gel density. The dashed red line indicates the estimated
shell thickness, δ, determined as the region with gel density higher
than the average density.

Figure 4. Percolation of effective fillers, composed of the
nanofillers and their reinforced shells. (A) Snapshots of
composites with the lowest (left) and highest volume fraction of
nanofillers ϕf considered. The nanofillers are colored blue, the gel
network is colored gray. (B) Normalized storage modulus versus
ϕf, and definition of the connectivity distance l. (C) Percolation
probability of effective fillers versus ϕf for connectivity distances
l = 4.8rf, 5.6rf, 6.4rf, and 7.2rf (right to left). In the snapshot, the
particles in red belong to a single percolating cluster for ϕf = 0.03
and 2δ = 4.8rf.
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measurement. This analysis supports the hypothesis that
reinforcement is linked to the percolation of the densified
regions induced by the nanofillers throughout the composite
material.
To probe the effect of this percolated structure on the

dynamics of the composite, we measure the microscopic
displacements of the particles that form the model gel matrix.
We obtain the displacement distributions from the long-time
microscopic dynamics due to thermal fluctuations (see the
Numerical Methods). The thermal fluctuations are weak
enough to not induce significant changes in the gel topology
via breaking and reforming the gel network within the time
window of the simulations, but strong enough to govern the
microscopic motion of the gel components.48 We measure the
gel displacement Δi = ∥ri(t0 + tw) − ri(t0)∥ from the particle
position ri(t) ≡ (x(t), y(t), z(t)) of particle i at time t, where x,
y, and z represent the Cartesian coordinates. t0 represents the
initial time, and tw the waiting time for the measurements.
The probability distribution function (PDF) of the gel

particle displacements Δ is identical with that of the gel
network without nanofillers for ϕf below the onset of
reinforcement, as shown in Figure 5A. For ϕf beyond the
onset of reinforcement, however, the PDF shifts toward
increasingly smaller displacements. The displacement corre-
sponding to the maximum of the distribution, Δmax, normalized
by the maximum of the displacement distribution of the gel
without nanofillers, Δmax

0 , mirrors the ϕf-dependence of the
storage modulus, as shown in Figure 5C. A localization of the
microscopic dynamics with an increasing amount of fillers has
also been observed in un-cross-linked polymer matrices filled
with nanoparticles.18,20,21 Here, it suggests that the presence of
a percolating network of effective fillers connected through the
gel matrix is associated with a reduction of the soft modes of
the gel, which leads to an effective stiffening of the gel matrix.
To investigate how the percolating network affects the stress

transmission throughout the composite material and its
stiffening, we measure the microscopic stress fluctuations in
the simulations and extract their time correlations. Variations
in the time correlations of stress fluctuations provide
information about possible changes in the mechanical coupling
between the nanofillers and the gel, which should be enhanced
upon percolation of the effective fillers. To facilitate the
measurements, we slightly perturb the gel network by
randomly removing bonds, as described in the literature48

(see Numerical Methods). While the use of the bond removal

dynamics allows us to efficiently sample stress fluctuations over
the simulation time window, we have verified that the bond
removal rate is low enough not to change the network
topology and its mechanical properties significantly and that
the intrinsic dynamics of the gel dominated by thermal
fluctuations and solvent damping are not significantly
modified. We compute the instantaneous normal stresses as

= + +( )n xx yy zz
1
3

, where each stress component σij is
calculated from the virial expression (see Numerical Methods).
From the time series of the fluctuating microscopic normal
stress σn(τ) (reported in the Supporting Information), we
compute the time autocorrelation function of the stress
fluctuations δσ:

=
++ =

+ =

C
t t

t t
( )

( ( ) )( ( ) )

( ( ) )( ( ) )
k k t

t
n n n n

k t n n n n

1
1 0

1
1 0

k

(1)

where k is the total number of data points in the time series (t0,
t1, ..., τ, ..., tk), kτ represents the number of data points in (t0, t1,
..., τ), and δσ = σn − ⟨σn⟩ is computed at delay time τ.48 If the
microscopic stresses fluctuate independently over time across
the gel matrix, then we expect the correlation function to
gradually decay to zero. If long-range spatial correlations are
present in the gel, however, the temporal autocorrelation
function does not fully decay over a large time window. For all
gels with nanofiller volume fraction below the onset of
reinforcement, the stress fluctuations time autocorrelation
function initially decays, suggesting that the thermal fluctua-
tions enable the internal normal stresses to partially decouple,
as shown in Figure 5B. Cδσ(τ) then reaches a plateau,
indicating that the stresses are correlated in space and time, as
expected in rigid samples. With increasing nanofiller volume
fraction, the height of the plateau increases and reaches Cδσ

p ≈ 1
for ϕf > 0.006. The microscopic stresses throughout the
network remain increasingly coupled over time, consistent with
the stiffening of the material.
We find that the nanofiller volume fraction beyond which

the stress fluctuations remain fully correlated corresponds to
the volume fraction denoting the onset of reinforcement of the
storage modulus and the percolation threshold estimated in
Figure 4C, as highlighted in Figure 5C. An increase in the
nanofiller content thus leads to an exceedingly stronger
coupling of the stress fluctuations across the composite

Figure 5. Reduced gel displacements and enhanced stress coupling beyond the onset of percolation in MD simulations. (A) Probability
distribution functions (PDF) of gel displacements versus gel displacement Δ for different ϕf. (B) Autocorrelation function of stress
fluctuations versus delay time τ for different ϕf. (C) The onset of reinforcement of the normalized storage modulus G′/G0′ (▶) coincides
with the onset of increase of the inverse peak gel displacement, Δmax

0 /Δmax (●) and the plateau of the stress fluctuation autocorrelation Cδσ
p

reaching a value of unity (□).
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material and to a full coupling as the effective fillers percolate.
It is interesting to note that a similar increase in the stress
fluctuation autocorrelation function has been observed in
polymer melts with increasing nanofiller volume fraction20 and
in biopolymer networks with embedded stiff cells.29,30

The physical mechanism for the reinforcement in our
composites relies on a volume of reinforced gel around the
nanofillers, which forms due to the attraction between the gel
and the nanofillers. The presence of a bound layer of polymer
around nanofillers that are attractive with the surrounding
matrix has been established in various experiments.46,49 In
polymer melts containing spherical nanofillers, the bound
polymer chains bridge the nanofillers, which form a percolating
network at high enough volume fraction reinforcing the
composite.25,26 In our systems, the nanofillers also interact
attractively with the matrix in which they are embedded, but
the matrix is a self-assembled network rather than a polymer
melt. The rigid hydrogel network surrounding the nanofillers
guarantees long-range stress propagation and leads to
significant reinforcement even at a low nanofiller volume
fraction.
When varying the filler−matrix attraction strength in the

simulations, we note a larger variation in reinforcement
strength than that in experiments, which could be attributed
to the relatively limited net variation of the attractive
interactions between nanofillers and hydrogel matrices across
the experimental systems. Systematically quantifying this effect,
however, is beyond the scope of this study. Here, we focus on
understanding the microscopic origin of the reinforcement.
The reinforcement resulting from the general mechanism we
identify does not require sophisticated engineering of the
filler−matrix interactions, since a wide range of nonspecific
attractive interactions can lead to a shell formation. It is thus
distinct from the idea, proposed in other systems, that the
nanofillers may act as additional cross-linking sites.12−16

Indeed, the weak dependence of the reinforcement on
nanofiller size in our experiments suggests that the nanofillers
are here not acting as cross-linkers. Additional evidence is
provided by the magnitude of the shell thickness, which is on
the order of the nanofiller radius rather than being strictly
localized to the nanofiller surface. This highlights that beyond
the addition of filler-gel bonds at the nanofiller surface, it is the
local densification that is important in our mechanism,
consistent with the finding that the volume of the nanofillers
(and not their surface area) is a governing parameter for the
reinforcement. That the reinforcement does not scale with the
total nanofiller surface area further suggests that it is not
limited by the number of binding sites per nanofiller. This
emphasizes the role of effective filler percolation in the
reinforcement. In the simulations we have further directly
verified that the reinforcement induced by the nanofillers is not
equivalent to that obtained by adding a similar number of
additional cross-links in the gel matrix. Although the local
densification around the nanofillers can still induce additional
cross-linking in the gel matrix, we here provide a deeper
physical insight into the mechanism of mechanical reinforce-
ment through constraining the gel microscopic dynamics and
enhancing the stress transmission. The same mechanism could
apply to a range of attractive filler-gel systems that exhibit
reinforcement at low volume fractions.38,39 The mechanism we
identify here thus complements strategies based on multifunc-
tional cross-links and provides the opportunity to reach a

strong reinforcement without precisely tuning the nanofiller
surface chemistry to match that of the polymer.

CONCLUSIONS
Our combined experimental and computational study
demonstrates the strong reinforcement at a low nanofiller
volume fraction in hydrogels with attractive filler−matrix
interactions. We provide a general mechanism by which the
nanofillers induce an increase of the hydrogel storage modulus
in systems of varying nanofiller size, chemistry, and
concentration of the gel matrix. The attraction between the
two components causes local densification of the hydrogel in
the vicinity of the nanofillers, leading to the formation of a
shell that is stiffer than the hydrogel network without
nanofillers. With increasing volume fraction, the effective
fillers, composed of the nanofillers and their surrounding
reinforced shells, form a percolating network that restricts the
microscopic fluctuations of the gel matrix, coupling the stress
propagation throughout the system and ultimately inducing
global stiffening of the composite. Key elements for strong
reinforcement are the attractive interactions between the two
components and the capability of the gel to reorganize itself
around the nanofillers. As these features are largely
independent of the molecular details of the components, this
mechanism can guide the design of reinforced gels to create
materials that exhibit both increased mechanical properties and
tailored functionalities, including electrical conductivity or
transparency inherent to the selected components.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Experimental Section. Preparation of Nanofiller-Hydrogel

Composites. We embed carboxylate-modified polystyrene nano-
particles (Magsphere) of radius rf ranging between 20 and 500 nm
into hydrogels composed of agarose, gelatin, or polyacrylamide. We
add the particles to the aqueous solution at a volume fraction ϕf
varying between 10−3% v/v and 10% v/v, so that the hydrogel forms
in the presence of the nanoparticles. Agarose (A9539, Sigma-Aldrich)
at a concentration ranging between 0.5 and 4 wt % is dissolved in
deionized water with 0.01 M phosphate buffered saline (Corning, Cell
Culture PBS (1X)) in the presence of polystyrene nanoparticles under
stirring at 80 °C for 20 min. Gelatin type B (G9391, Sigma-Aldrich) is
dissolved in deionized water at 6 wt % in the presence of polystyrene
nanoparticles under stirring at 60 °C for 20 min. 7.1 wt % acrylamide,
1.7 wt % bis(acrylamide), and 0.17 wt % initiator VAZO56 (2, 2′-
azobis(2-methylpropionamidine) dihydrochloride) (Sigma-Aldrich)
are dissolved in deionized water in the presence of polystyrene
nanoparticles under stirring at 25 °C.
Rheological Measurements. The sample is loaded in a liquid state

in a parallel-plate geometry (diameter d = 40 mm, initial gap height h0
= 500 μm) connected to a stress-controlled rheometer (AR-G2, TA
Instruments). Heated agarose and gelatin samples are placed on a
preheated geometry, and the gelation is induced by decreasing the
temperature at 5 °C/min from 80 to 25 °C for agarose samples and
from 60 to 10 °C for gelatin samples. The final ramp temperature is
≈12 °C lower than the gelation temperature of the agarose and gelatin
gels. Polyacrylamide gels are formed by a sudden temperature increase
from 25 to 60 °C. The initiator is active beyond 56 °C. The
rheological properties are monitored at the final ramp or quench
temperature under small amplitude oscillations at strain amplitude γ0
= 1% and frequency f = 1 Hz (see the Supporting Information). Our
protocol ensures that the gels are not subjected to external stresses
prior to the rheological measurements and thus minimizes any
possible mechanical history. Moreover, we verified that the values of
the plateau moduli are independent of the temperature ramp and
quench rate. We use a zero normal force protocol to compensate for a
possible contraction of the sample during the gelation.50 The normal
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force is maintained at FN = 0 N, while the gap height h varies to
compensate for changes in the sample height; h decreases by, at most,
10% during the gelation. The viscoelastic properties reach a steady
state 5 to 15 min after the final ramp or quench temperature is
reached, characterized by quasi-constant values of the storage
modulus G′ and the loss modulus G″. We report G′ and G″ 10
min into the steady state. Data are plotted as symbols and error bars:
symbols refer to the median value and error bars refer to the
minimum and maximum values around the median over a 10 min
period in steady state.

Numerical Methods. Numerical Model. We use a particle-based
model to simulate the gel-filler composite. In our model, for N gel
particles and Nf nanofiller particles with position vectors {r1, ..., rN,
rN+1, ..., rN+Ndf

}, the total interaction energy of the composite system is
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where the vector separation rij = rj − ri is measured in units of gel
particle diameter d. Ugel is the potential energy for the gel matrix,
which consists of a short-range attraction u2gel between the gel particles
(the depth of the attractive well ϵ defines the energy unit in the
simulations), and an angular term u3gel that provides bending rigidity
between the bonds and controls the local connectivity. The details of
each term are described in previous work48,51−55 and in the
Supporting Information. The nanofillers interact via u2filler, a purely
repulsive truncated and shifted Lennard-Jones potential in the form of
the Weeks−Chandler−Anderson (WCA) potential:56
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where df is the diameter of the nanofiller. This expression ensures that
both the potential and force smoothly go to zero at the cutoff (21/6df).
We have studied this model for nanofiller sizes between df = 1d and df
= 2d. The results shown in the paper refer to df = 1.6d, which is
representative of the behavior obtained for df > d, for filler-gel
interactions that can be either repulsive or attractive. In the case of
repulsive filler-gel interactions, the interaction potential u2filler‑gel has the
same form as in eq 3, where the diameter df is now replaced by an
effective diameter (df + d)/2. For attractive filler-gel interactions, the
sticky fillers interact with the gel through a potential u2filler‑gel, which
has the same functional form of u2gel with an effective diameter (df +
d)/2.

All data have been obtained with gel matrices made of N = 16000
gel particles. The number of nanofiller particles varies between Nf =
32 and 10677.
Initial Configuration. The MD simulations are performed using

the open-source LAMMPS software57 appropriately modified to
incorporate the interaction potential (eq 2). The initial gel structures
are prepared via Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations with periodic
boundaries in three dimensions. The gel spontaneously self-assembles
by slowly cooling the gel particles and successively bringing the
particle assembly to a local minimum of the collective potential energy
using dissipative dynamics, following the protocol described in the
literature.48,51−55,58 To generate the composite structures, we use two
different protocols, which are denoted P1 and P2. In protocol P1, we
insert Nf nanofillers of diameter df randomly into available empty
spaces of the already self-assembled gel network before switching on
the gel-filler interaction. In the P2 protocol, the gel network is formed
in the presence of nanofillers. All data discussed here refer to protocol
P1, whereas results obtained with P2 are provided for comparison in
the Supporting Information.

In protocol P1, the stresses created by the introduction of new
interactions due to the nanofillers are relaxed by using the dissipative
dynamics:
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where m is the mass of each particle and ζ represents the drag
coefficient of the surrounding solvent. In protocol P2, instead, we
initially place gel and filler nanoparticles randomly in a cubic
simulation box at kBT/ϵ = 0.5, then reduce the ratio to kBT/ϵ = 0.05
in 107 MD steps with a Nose−Hoover thermostat.59 At this point, a
gel network is formed in the presence of nanofillers, and we further
equilibrate the network for another 107 MD steps at kBT/ϵ = 0.05.
The energy minimization is carried out using the dissipative dynamics
reported in eq 4.

To minimize aging effects and the evolution of the number of filler-
gel contacts, these configurations prepared from both P1 and P2 close
to a local energy minimum, are then equilibrated at kBT/ϵ = 10−4 for
2 × 107 MD steps, to study the dynamics and mechanics of the
composite in the presence of thermal fluctuations. Different amounts
of thermal fluctuations are introduced using a Langevin dynamics
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where Fri(t) is a random force related to the drag coefficient ζ and to
the temperature T: ⟨Fri(t)Frj(t′)⟩ = 2ζkBTδijδ(t − t′). We use MD
reduced units, where the diameter d of the gel particle is the unit of
distance, ϵ the unit of energy, m the unit of mass, and = md /0

2

the unit of time. We use a time step Δt = 0.005 τ0 for integrating the
equations of motion, and the drag coefficient ζ = 10m/τ0 ensures that
all dynamics are overdamped. We obtain a gel network at a volume
fraction ϕ = 0.1 by fixing the simulation box L = 43.76d, where the
volume fraction ϕ is estimated considering the particles as spheres of
diameter d. The simulations cover a range of nanofiller volume
fractions ϕf ∼ Nfπdf3/6L3 ∼ 0.00082−0.273. For attractive nanofillers,
the strength of interaction between gel and filler nanoparticles is
varied by modifying the depth of the interaction potential through the
parameter A in
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Gel Density. The gel density is computed based on the number
density of gel particles in a given volume. For the pure gel density, this
volume is the simulation box, and for the local densification
measurements, the volume is that of the layer surrounding the
nanofillers. We obtain the probability distribution functions, which we
fit using a Gaussian distribution. We report the mean and standard
deviation of the Gaussian fit in Figure 3.
Microscopic Dynamics and Displacement Distributions. The

magnitude of gel particle displacement is computed as Δi = ∥ri(t0 +
tw) − ri(t0)∥ from the position of particle i at time t ri(t) ≡ (x(t), y(t),
z(t)), where x, y, and z represent the Cartesian coordinates. The
initial time t0 is chosen in the vicinity of the plateau in the particle
mean-squared displacement (see the Supporting Information). We
use the initial time t0 = 104 τ0 and waiting time tw = 104 τ0.
Stress Fluctuations and Time Autocorrelation Functions. The

stresses are computed from the interaction part of the global stress
tensor using the standard virial equation60 while neglecting other
contributions (kinetic and viscous terms):
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where α and β denote the Cartesian components {x, y, z} and V
represents the volume of the simulation box. The normal stress is
computed as = + +( )n xx yy zz

1
3

. To induce the normal stress
fluctuations δσ = σn − ⟨σn⟩, we use a constant rate of bond removal
that is 0.02 τ0−1,48 which guarantees a negligible change in the network
topology since only ∼1% of the total bonds are removed over the
duration of the simulations (2 × 108 MD steps). We monitor the
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evolution of the normal stresses using the Langevin dynamics (eq 5)
with the same amount of thermal fluctuations kBT/ϵ = 10−4 used in
the calculations of microscopic displacements (see the Supporting
Information).
Computational Rheology. The linear viscoelastic spectrum for

composites with different volume fractions of nanofillers is obtained
by imposing an optimally windowed chirp (OWCh) signal containing
multiple frequencies.61 This method has better accuracy and efficiency
than traditional discrete frequency sweep simulations. The OWCh
signal γ(t) is used as an input in the xy-plane through
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updating the Lees−Edwards boundary conditions at every time step.
Here ex denotes the unit vector in the x-direction. The thermal
fluctuations are kept at kBT/ϵ = 10−4 and introduced through a
random force Fri(t). Under applied deformation, we compute the
instantaneous shear stress σxy(t) by using eq 6. The complex
viscoelastic modulus G*(ω) is obtained from the Fourier transforms
of the stress output σ̃(ω) and the strain input γ̃(ω) signals as G*(ω)
= σ̃(ω)/γ̃(ω) from which we compute the storage modulus G′ and
the loss modulus G″ defined as the real and imaginary part of G*,
respectively. All the systems studied exhibit a finite storage modulus
Gp′ at low frequencies, as shown in the Supporting Information. For
simplicity, we represent Gp′ as G′ and report it as a function of the
nanofiller volume fraction for the two protocols P1 and P2 in the
Supporting Information. The data shown in the manuscript refer to
P1.
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